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A new, general, field theoretic approach to the derivation of asymptotic conservation laws i
sented. In this approach asymptotic conservation laws are constructed directly from the field eq
according to a universal prescription which does not rely upon the existence of Noether identi
any Lagrangian or Hamiltonian formalisms. The resulting general expressions of the conservatio
enjoy important invariance properties and synthesize all known asymptotic conservation laws, s
the Arnowitt-Deser-Misner energy in general relativity. [S0031-9007(96)01656-0]














































ldIn nonlinear gauge theories such as Yang-Mills the
and general relativity, conserved quantities such as ch
and energy-momentum are computed from the limit
values of two-dimensional surface integrals in asympt
regions. Suchasymptotic conservation lawsare most of-
ten derived by one of two, rather distinct, methods. O
method, applicable to gauge theories such as Yang-M
and general relativity, relies upon the construction of id
tically conserved currents furnished by Noether’s theo
[1–3] and subsequent extraction of a “superpotential
define a conserved surface integral. Unfortunately, th
is no general field-theoretic criterion to select the app
priate current: Forany field theory there are infinitely
many currents that can be expressed as the divergen
a skew-symmetric super-potential, modulo the field eq
tions. This method of finding asymptotic conservat
laws is thus somewhatad hoc. An alternative approac
to finding asymptotic conservation laws in gauge th
ries is based upon the Hamiltonian formalism. In t
approach, asymptotic conservation laws arise as su
term contributions to symmetry generators [2,4–6]. T
Hamiltonian approach to finding asymptotic conservat
laws lacks thead hocflavor of the superpotential forma
ism but is somewhat indirect: To construct asympto
conservation laws using this method one must have
Hamiltonian formalism well in hand and one must kno
a priori the general form of the putative symmetry gene






















The purpose of this Letter is to describe a new, gen
construction of asymptotic conservation laws for class
field theories which provides a viable alternative to ex
ing methods. Our construction is based upon a rem
able new spacetime differential formC, which we derive
for any system of field equations. We show, by virt
of an identity involving the exterior derivativeDC and
the linearized field equations, thatC defines asymptotic
conservation laws (when they exist) for any field theo
Thus we are able to establish that asymptotic conse
tion laws for field theories can be viewed as arising fr
(asymptotically) closed differential forms canonically a
sociated to the field equations. We also show thatC
possesses a number of attractive field theoretical p
erties. In particular, this differential form is construct
directly from the field equations according to a univ
sal prescription which does not rely upon the existence
Noether identities or any Lagrangian or Hamiltonian f
malisms. The form enjoys important invariance proper
and synthesizes all known asymptotic conservation la
for example, it is easily seen to reduce to the Arnow
Deser-Misner (ADM) energy in general relativity. W
emphasize that in obtaining these results noa priori as-
sumptions are made concerning the space of gauge
metries of the theory. The symmetries required for
existence of asymptotic conservation laws are autom
cally derived as a consequence of our general formal
Thus our formalism contains a number of distinct fie© 1996 The American Physical Society 4109























































ingtheoretical advantages. With regard to specific appl
tions, we are able to extend existing results on asympt
conservation laws in a number of ways. For example,
obtain covariant expressions for asymptotic conserva
laws which can be used to generalize the conserva
laws in asymptotically flat general relativity and Yan
Mills theory to other asymptotic structures. We al
obtain a formula which generalizes the asymptotic con
vation laws of the Einstein equations to arbitrary seco
order metric theories. To illustrate this latter point, w
consider a class of “string-generated gravity models”
It follows immediately from our formalism that the sta
dard ADM formulas still describe conservation of energ
momentum, and angular momentum for these theorie
least in the asymptotically flat context.
To describe our results in more detail, let us
an n-dimensional spacetime manifoldM, with local
coordinatesxi , i ­ 0, 1, . . . , n 2 1, and let us label the
totality of fields for our classical theory bywA, A ­
1, . . . , N. These fields are subject to a system of fi
equations which we write as
DBswA, wA,i , wA,ijd ­ 0 . (1)
We have postulated that the field equations are of sec
order only for the sake of simplicity. The general theo
which we outline here is developed in [8] for fie
equations of arbitrary order. To address the problem
finding asymptotic conservation laws for (1), we begin
first broadening the usual notion of a local conservat
law. We say that aconservation law of degreep for (1)
is a spacetimep form
v ­ vk1...kp fx
i , wAgdxk1 ^ · · · ^ dxkp , (2)
depending locally on the fieldswA and their derivatives to
some finite order, such that the exterior derivative
Dv ­ sDkvk1...kp ddx
k ^ dxk1 ^ · · · ^ dxkp , (3)
vanishes on all solutions to the field equations. In (3),Dk
is the usual total derivative operator. Whenp ­ n 2 1,
we may express (2) in the formv ­ ´kk1···kn21J
kdxk1 ^
· · · ^ dxkn21 , in which case the vanishing of (3) coincid
with the vanishing of the divergenceDkJk of the current
Jk . Accordingly, we shall say that thep-form conserva-
tion law (2) is anordinary or classical conservation law
in the casep ­ n 2 1 and alower-degree conservatio
law whenp , n 2 1.
Recently ([8–13]) a number of methods have be
developed for the systematic computation of all low
degree conservation laws for field equations such as
The central premise of this note is that the techniq
introduced in [8] can be successfully adapted to t
analysis of asymptotic conservation laws.The principal
ideas are as follows. Ifv is a lower-degree conservatio
law for DB ­ 0, then it is readily checked that th
variationdhv of v with respect to field variationshA ­




















and their formal linearizationdhDB ­ 0. Such linearized
onservation laws play a pivotal role in the general the
of lower-degree conservation laws, as presented in
(see also [14]). In [8] it is shown that every clos
p form vfhg, depending upon the fieldswA and their
derivatives and linearly on the field variationshA and
their derivatives, can be cast into auniversal normal form
Crfhg, which depends upon certain auxiliary fieldsr
that are subjected to a set of algebraic and differen
constraints. This normal form, which forms the ba
for our construction of asymptotic conservation laws,
obtained as follows. Details, generalizations, and furt
examples of this construction will appear in [8].
To begin, it is helpful to write the formal linearizatio











We then define alinear lower-degree conservation la
for the field equations (1) to be ap form vfhg, where
p , n 2 1, of the type











Dvfhg ­ rBdhDB 1 rBi1 Di1 dhDB 1 · · ·
1 rBi1i2···ik Di1i2···ik dhDB . (5)
In Eqs. (4) and (5) the coefficientsM
i1i2···il
A and rBi1i2···il
are spacetimep forms andsp 1 1d forms, respectively
which depend on the fieldswA and their derivatives
Equation (5) is an identity in the field variationshA and
their derivatives but is still subject to the field equatio
DB ­ 0. The next step is to derive equations for the
multipliers r from the integrability conditionD2vfhg ­
0. It is a remarkable fact that the highest order multipl
rBi1i2···ik is thus constrained by purely algebraic conditi
rBsi1i2···ik ^ dxls
jhd
AB ­ 0 . (6)
We call this fundamental equationthe algebraic Spence
equation for the linear conservation lawvfhg for the
field equations (1)[15]. For the field equations that on
typically considers, it is not too difficult to apply standa
methods from tensor algebra to solve the Spencer equ
(6) [8]. The solutions to (6) often allow one to simplif
the identity (5), by repeated “integration by parts,” to t
reduced form
Dvfhg ­ rBdhDB . (7)
We remark that for Lagrangian theories, full knowled
of the gauge symmetries of the theory often allows on
pass directly to the reduced form (7).
Define rBi ­ dxi ^ rB and definemBi to be the inte-
rior product mBi ­ ≠ydxi rB. Assuming that the re
duced equation (7) holds, we then have the follow












































complete characterization of all linear lower-degree c
servation laws of degreep , n 2 1 [8].
Theorem (classification of linear lower degree cons
vation laws).—Let DBswA, wA,i , wA,ijd ­ 0 be a system
of second-order field equations and suppose the lineap
form vfhg satisfies the reduced equations (7). Then
the conservation law multiplier B satisfies
rBsis
jkd
AB ­ 0, r
Bsis
jd
AB 1 Dk r
Bsis
jkd
AB g ­ 0 ,
rBisAB 1 DjfrBsis
jd
























where q ­ n 2 p, is closed by virtue of the equation
DB ­ 0, dhDB ­ 0, and (8); and(iii) every linearp form
vfhg satisfying (7) differs fromCrfhg by an exact linear
sp 2 1d form.
We remark that this theorem can be readily generali
to the case where (5) holds, rather than (7).
To use this theorem for computing asymptotic co
servation laws we proceed as follows. Suppose
spacetimeM is non-compact and admits an asympto
region which is diffeomorphic toR 3 C0, where C0 is
the complement of a compact set inRn21. Fix local
coordinatesst, x1, . . . , xn21d in the asymptotic region
We consider a fixed solutionw± A to the field equations an
then, given a second solutionwA, we sethA ­ wA 2 w± A.
Let vfw± , hg be a spacetimesn 2 2d form depending
locally on the fieldsw± A and hA and their derivatives
We call v an asymptotic conservation law for the fie
equations DB ­ 0 relative to the backgroundw
± if,
wheneverhA satisfies the appropriate asymptotic dec
condition asr ­
p
sx1d2 1 sx2d2 1 · · · 1 sxn21d2 ! `,
the p form vfw± , hg satisfies v , Os1d and Dv ,




vfw± , hg, where Ssr,td is an sn 2 2d-dimensional
sphere of radiusr in the t ­ t0 hypersurface, exists an
is independent oft0. We therefore can deduce from o
classification theorem that if the asymptotic bound
conditions are such that
(i) Crfhg , Os1d,
(ii) the equationsdhDBsw±d ­ 0 hold asymptotically to
an order such thatrBdhDBsw±d , Os1yrd, and
(iii) the conservation law multiplier equations (8) hol
not exactly and not for all field values, but only atw± and
only to the appropriate asymptotic order, thenthe normal
form Crfhg will be an asymptotic conservation law fo
the field equationsDB ­ 0 relative to the background
solutionw± . We note that the conditions (i), (ii), and (ii
can be relaxed so long as the relevant integrals ari












To demonstrate the utility of our general theory
asymptotic conservation laws, and to expose some o
novel features, we consider the vacuum Einstein fi
equations. Here, as a consequence of (8a), the auxi
















3 dxh ^ dxk , (10)
where , is the covariant derivative defined by th
Chritoffel symbols ofg± and srs,ijhk ­ ≠Grsy≠gij,hksg0d










1 Xis,lhjl 2 ,jhdgdxh ^ dxk , (11)
whereh ­ g± ijhij , and indices are raised and lowered w
respect to the background metric. The differential fo
(11) recently appeared in [2] [see Eqs. (61), (63), a
(75)], where it was derived from the Noether identiti
and used in the study of black hole entropy.
The spacetime formCXfhg possesses the followin
desirable properties which reflect general features of
formalism [8].
(1) The formCXfhg is closed by virtue of the Einstein
equation for the backgroundg± , and the linearized Einstein
equations for the variationh, provided thatX is a Killing
vector field of the background. By using the classificati
theorem above it can be shown that, modulo 2-for
which are exact by virtue of these equations,CXfhg is the
only linear lower-degree conservation law for the vacuu
Einstein equations.
(2) It is readily established that under the gauge tra
formationhij ! hij 1 DsiYjd the formCXfhg changes by
an exterior derivative of a canonically defined one-for
This implies thatCX fhg is suitably “gauge invariant.”
(3) The form CXfhg is constructed directly from
the field equations in a covariant fashion and w
no reference made to the Bianchi identities or to a
Lagrangian or Hamiltonian. Indeed, most properties
CX fhg can be inferred directly from properties of th
symbol of the Einstein tensor.
(4) If the vector field X is an asymptotic Killing
vector field forg± and if h ­ g 2 g± satisfies appropriate
decay conditions, thenCXfhg is always an asymptotic
conservation law for the Einstein field equations.
(5) In terms of thes3 1 1d formalism, a lengthy but
straightforward computation shows that the pullbackv of4111










































































In this equation (i) X' and Xb are the normal and
tangential components of a Killing vector with respe
to the spacelike hypersurface andha' is the normal-
tangential component ofhij ; (ii) the derivative operato
,̃b is compatible with the background metricgab induced




g1y2sgacgbd 1 gadgbc 2 2gabgcdd ;
and (iv) pab ­ gbcpac, wherepac is the canonical field
momentum. With asymptotically flat or asymptotica
anti-de Sitter boundary conditions the integral of (12) o
the sphere at infinity coincides with the standard AD
type formulas ([4,6,16]) for the asymptotic conservat
laws in this context
Thus our construction is general enough to capture
usual conservation laws in general relativity. Moreov
CX provides a means of generalization of these conse
tion laws to other asymptotic structures. In particular,
presence of the termXahcdpcd in (12) couplinghab to
the canonical momentum of the background, which is
tated by our derivation ofv from a covariant spacetim
two-form CXfhg, has to our knowledge not appeared
previous ADM-type formulas. While this term does n
contribute to the surface integrals at infinity for t
asymptotically flat and asymptotically anti-de Sit
boundary conditions, we believe that its inclusion sho
be necessary for other asymptotic conditions.
Let us briefly describe other applications of our fo
malism. First of all, the classification theorem we ha
derived for linear lower-degree conservation laws is u
in [8] to classify all conservation laws for the Einste
equations, Yang-Mills equations, and similar equatio
With regard to asymptotic conservation laws, in Yan
Mills theory our classification theorem leads to the st
dard surface integral formulas in the asymptotically
context [8]. Work is in progress to investigate Yang-Mi
conservation laws in the presence of other asymptotic
ditions. As another application, we consider the asym
totic conservation laws for any covariant metric theo
described by second-order field equations. We can s
that the normal form (10) generalizes without chan
to all such theories (provided, of course, that one u
the symbol appropriate to the field equations of intere
To illustrate this point, we consider the string-genera
gravity models, which are based upon the Lovelo
Lagrangian density [7]. Using the modified symbol of t































compute the asymptotic conservation laws for string ge
erated gravity in the asymptotically flat content from (10
Because the string-corrected symbol reduces to that of
Einstein equations on a flat background, it follows imme
diately that the conservation laws (11), (12) still apply i
the presence of the corrections to general relativity su
gested by string theory.
In summary, the theory of linearized conservation law
leads to a new, efficient, systematic, and covariant meth
for obtaining asymptotic conservation laws in field theory
We expect that this approach will prove useful for
wide range of field theories and asymptotic bounda
conditions which have been heretofore unexplored a
we anticipate that the spacetime formCrfhg will be a
valuable tool in the further study of conservation laws i
field theory.
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